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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to establish a new family of inequalities 
linking the eigenvalues of the Hermitian linear transformations A, B, 
and C = A + B. We shall show that the inequalities of Amir-Moez [1] 
may be deduced from the inequalities in our family, and in fact we shall 
show that our inequalities are always at least as sharp as and often are 
sharper than those of Amir-MoCz. Furthermore we shall see that our 
inequalities offer a very natural and simple generalization of the Wielandt- 
Lidskii inequalities [4], and contain also the inequalities of Weyl [3]. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1. Let A, B, C be Hermitian linear transformations on an 
n-dimensional unitary space, and let C = A + B. Suppose u1 > cc2 > * * . 3 
%I> PI 3 Pz 3 . * ’ > P,, and YI b YZ 3e.e > y,, are the eigenvalues of 
A, B, and C, respectively. 
(i) Let i,,. . . , i, and iI,. . , jm be integers such that 
and such that i, + j,,, ,( m + n. Then 
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(ii) If (1) holds and if i, + jl > n + 2 - m, then 
Proof. (i) The proof is an induction on the dimension n. For n = na 
we must have i, = iI = 1,. . . , i, = jm = m, and then (2) reduces to 
the equality trace C = trace A + trace B. So we may assume m < n 
and that (i) is established for Hermitian operators on an (n - l)-dimen- 
sional space. 
Let u be the largest integer (< m) such that i, = t for t = 1,. . . , u, 
and let z, be the largest integer (< m) such that it = t for t = 1,. . . , II. 
Exchanging B with A, if necessary, we may assume v < U. Then v < n. 
Let fl,. . , f, be orthonormal eigenvectors of B, and let g,, . . , g, 
be orthonormal eigenvectors of C, with the numbering arranged such that 
Let 9’ be any (n - I)-dimensional subspace containing all of the vectors 
g,, . . > g,, f,,2,~ . . > f,. Let P be the orthogonal projection on Y, and let 
d = PAP, i? = PBP, e = PCP. Then the eigenvalues Br 3 * + . 3 
^ 
&_l, f% 3 . . ’ 3 /%_1> $1 2. . * > fn_1 of A, B, C interlace, respectively, 
the eigenvalues of A, B, C. We use induction and apply our inequalities 
to the relation C = a + Iz?, using the integers i,, . . , i, and iI,. . . , jr, 
j,+l - 1,. ., jm - 1. We obtain 
By interlacing, we obtain Bis < CQ, for s = 1,. . . , m; j!?j,Y < /Ij, for s = 
1,. . , a; and ji,+i,-s-~ 3 yi,++ for s = v + 1,. . , m. Since 9 contains 
fir>. . , g,, it follows that yr,. . . , yv are among the eigenvalues of C ; by 
interlacing, we must have pt = yt for t = 1,. . . , v. Since i, + js - s = s 
for s = 1,. . . , v (because i, = is = s for these values of s), it follows that 
Since 9’ contains f,,z,. . , fn, it follows that /J’*+~, . . . , ,!?, are among the 
eigenvalues of 8, and then interlacing tells us that /+,+r = pV+2,. . , ,dn_1 = 
/?,. If v < m, we know that ju+r - 1 > U, and hence we see that jj,_.r = 
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pj, for s>,v+ 1. Hence 
Combining all these facts with (4), we see that (4) implies (2). The proof 
of (i) is complete. 
(ii) To prove (3), we apply (2) to - C = - A - B, using the 
increasing integers n + 1 - i,, . , n + 1 - ir, and vz + 1 - jm,. . , 
72 + 1 - i,. This application is permissible if (n + 1 - i,) + (n + 1 
- ir) < w + n, that is, if i, + j, > +z + 2 - m. We get 
and this proves (3). 
Special Cases. 1. Putting jr = 1,. ., jm = m in (2), we obtain the 
Lidskii-Wielandt inequality 
,& Yis < E ai, + 2 Pr G 
I- I s- 1 s: 1 
Here i,, . . , i, are any integers satisfying 1 < i, < * . * < i, ,( n. 
2. Putting j,9 = s + n - m, 1 < s < m in (3), we obtain 
Here i,, . , i, are any integers satisfying 1 < ir < . * . < i, < n. This 
is the complementary Lidskii-Wielandt inequality. 
3. Putting m = 1, we obtain 
and 
Yi,+j,-n b ai, + Pj, if i,+j,-92>1. 
These are the Weyl inequalities. 
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3. COMP.4RISON WITH THE AMIR-MO& INEQUALITIES 
In order to make the comparison between (2) and the Amir-Moez 
inequalities, we rewrite (2) as 
provided 1 < I, < * * * < I, < n, 1 f J1 <. a. < Jm < n, I, + Jm < 
m + n. 
The Amir-MoCz inequalities may be stated as follows. Let integers 
$1,. . . , %??I, jl,. . . , jm satisfy 
1 < i, < + * . <i m < 92, 
l,(~l<~~*<~m<n, 
i,+j,-l<?z--_+s, l<s<m, (6) 
Suppose also that 
I, = il, I, = max(I,_l + 1, is), 2<s<m, 
JI = ils Js = max(J,-l + 1, i,), S<s<m. (7) 
Define K,, . . , K, by 
K, = i, + jl - 1, K,=max(K,_I+l,i,+j,-l), 2 < s < m. 
Then 
We now show that (5) is always at least as sharp as (9) by proving 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. 
K,>I,+ Js-s for s=l,2 ,..., m. (LO) 
Proof. We first observe that, if we decrease the integers ir,. , i,,, 
il,. . I jm while preserving (6) and (7), the integers K1,. . . , K, defined by 
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(8) do not increase. Hence (10) will be valid for the original integers 
ii,. . . , j,,, if we can prove it for the new smaller integers ii,. . . , im. (This 
is the process called irrelevant reduction in [a].) Let s > t. This means 
that, if I, = I,_, + 1, Is-i = I,_, + 1,. . ., 1,+1 = I, + 1, and if I, > 
I,_, + 1 or t = 1, then we may take i, = i,_, = i,_, = . . . = it = I,; this 
isvalidforeachs= l,..., m. A similar statement holds for the integers 
is and JS. Let us call such a set of 2m integers ii,. . . , jm fully reduced 
(relative to I,, , . , Jm). We now prove by induction on s that, if ii,. . . , jnz 
are fully reduced, then 
K, = I, + J, - 1 - max(I, - i,, J, - j,?). (11) 
When s = 1, formula (11) follows immediately from K, = ii + jr - 1 = 
I, + J1 - 1, 11 = i,, JI = il. To carry the inductive step from s to 
s + 1, we consider three cases. 
Case 1. I,,i=I,+l and JS+l=JS+l. Then is+r = i, and 
T-s+1 = 7s Adding 1 to each side of (ll), we obtain 
K, f 1 = (I, + 1) + ( Js + 1) - 1 - max(1 + I, - i,, 1 + JS - jS) 
= Is+1 + Js,l - 1 - maxV,+l - is+lj Js+l - is+& 
However, since K, > i, + jS - 1 = i,+i + jy+r - 1, we see that K,+1 = 
max(K, + 1, is+i + js+i - 1) = K, + 1. Hence K,+1 = K, + 1, complet- 
ing the inductive step in this case. 
Case 2. I,+i > I, + 1, JS+l = Js + 1. Then is+r = Isfl, i, < I,, 
is,1 = jS < JS. Suppose i, = I, and js = J,,; here a < s and b < s. 
Then I, = (s - a) + I, and JS = (s - b) + Jb. Suppose, first of all, 
that a > b. Then max(I, - i,, JS - jS) = max(s - a, s - b) = s - b. 
Thus K,=I,+J,-1-(s-b). Hence 
K S+l = max(K, + 1,~ i+l + jS+l - 1) 
= max(I, + Js - (s - b), Is+l + J,, - 1) 
= max(I, + Jb, I,+, + Jb - 1) 
= Is+1 + Jb - 1 (since IS+l > I, + 1) 
= Is+r + Js+l - (s + 1 - b) - 1 
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= Is+1 + Js+l - 1 - max(O, s + 1 - b) 
= Is+1 + J,,I - 1 - ma41,T+, - G+I, Js+l - is+,). 
Next, suppose b > a. Then max(1, - i,, J, - is) = max(s - a, s - b) = 
s - a, and hence K, = I, + JS - 1 - (s - a). Therefore 
K $+I = max(I, + Js - (s - 4, is+l + AtI - 1) 
= max(~, + (a - 4 + Jb, Is+l + Jb - 1) 
= &+I + Jo - 1 (since a - b < 0 and Is+r > I,) 
= Is+r + Js+l - (s + 1 - b) - 1 
= Is+1 + Js+l - 1 - max(O, s + 1 - b) 
= Is+1 + Js+l - 1 - mW,+l - is+l, Js+l - is+& 
Case 3. IS+l > I, + 1 and Js+l > J, + 1. Then iS+r = IS+r and 
js+r = Js+l. Then 
Hence 
KS + 1 = 1, + Js - mW, - is, Js - is) 
< Is+1 + J,+I - 1 = i+l + is+1 - 1. 
K - max(K + 1, is+1 + is+1 - 1) n+l - 
= is+l + is+l - 1 = Is+l + Js+l - 1 - maW0) 
= Is+1 + Js+l - 1 - Max,+, - is+,, Js+l - is+d. 
Formula (11) is now fully established. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we notice that, if now i, = Ia 
and is = Jb, then I, = (s - a) + i,, JS = (s - b) + y’,, and hence 
K, = I, + J, - 1 - max(s - a, s - b) 
>I,+ JS-l-(s-1)=1,+ JS-s. 
Thisissosinces-u<s-lands-b<s-l,becausea>,land 
b 2_ 1. Theorem 2 is now established. 
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In a fully reduced set ii,. ..,j,,whendowehaveK,=I,j- JS-s 
for each s = 1,. . , wz ? This will happen only if max(s - a, s - b) = 
s-lforeachs=l,..., m. For s = ILL, this says max(m - a, m - b) = 
TX - 1, and this can happen only if at least one of a or b is 1. Suppose 
a=l.Thismeans: 11=i1,1~=I,+1,13=Is+1,...,I,=Im_l+ 
1, i,=i,_l=...=i,=i,=I,, and then KS-I,+ Js-l- 
max(I, - i,5, JS - jS) = I, + JS - 1 - max(s - 1, JS - is) = IS + JS - s. 
We therefore arrive at the following conclusion: The only inequalities 
(9) not strictly weaker than the inequalities (5) are the inequalities 
in which at least one of the sequences I,, . . , I, or J1,. . . , Jm is a sequence 
of consecutive integers. When one of these sequences II,. , I,, or 
J1,. , Jm is a sequence of consecutive integers, it is clear that (12) is 
identical with one of the inequalities (5). Since there exist other in- 
equalities (5) in which neither I,, . . , I, nor J1,. . , J, is a sequence 
of consecutive integers, we see that (5) is truly a stronger assertion than (9). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SINGULAR VALUES 
An application to the singular values of matrices follows quite naturally 
from Theorem 1 and the following lemma due to H. Wielandt. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an n x ?a matrix z&h singular vakes x1 3 . . * > a,. 
Then the eigenvalues of 
aye a1 3 . . * 3 a, 3 - a, 3 *. . > - al. 
THEOREM 3. Let C = A + B, where A and B aye n x n matrices. 
Let tcl > * * ’ 3 a,, b1 > ’ . * 3 b,, and y1 > ’ . * 3 yn be the singular values 
of A, B, and C, respectively. 
Then 
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if 
1 < i, ( . . - < i, < n, 1 < jl < *. * < j, < n (1) 
and if i, + jm - m < n. 
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